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Abstract—Summarizing skills have been introduced to English syllabus in secondary school in Malaysia to evaluate student’s comprehension for a given text where it requires students to employ several strategies to produce the summary. This paper reports on our effort to develop a computer-based summarization assessment system that detects the strategies used by the students in producing their summaries. Sentence decomposition of expert-written summaries is used to analyze how experts produce their summary sentences. From the analysis, we identified seven summarizing strategies and their rules which are then transformed into a set of heuristic rules on how to determine the summarizing strategies. We developed an algorithm based on the heuristic rules and performed some experiments to evaluate and support the technique proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SUMMARY writing is included in the English syllabus for secondary schools in Malaysia to evaluate student’s comprehension of a given text. It requires students to employ several summarizing strategies to produce the summary. These strategies are important in summary writing as the basic rules to determine what to include and eliminate, how to organize information and how to ensure that the summary retains the meaning of the original text. There are five basic rules that are essential to produce adequate summaries [1]: 1) deletion of trivial information; 2) deletion of redundant information; 3) generalization; 4) sentence topic selection; and 5) invention. Careful instruction in teaching summary writing positively influenced student’s use of summarization strategies and the quality of their summaries [2]. Thus, in school, summarizing is taught by using the instructional rules step-by-step that are similar to the basic rules above.

Summarization is one of the best learning techniques to evaluate students’ comprehension [3]. Hence, automated summarization assessment has drawn a lot of interest in recent years. There are a few systems developed for this purpose, e.g. Summary Street® [4][5], Laburpen Ebaluaka Automatikoa or LEA [3] and Summarization Assessment Strategies Model [6]. Summary Street® is a computer-based assessment system that provides an environment where students can get feedback about the content of their written summary. The tool employed Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) which used a machine learning method to construct the semantic representations that mirror the way human knowledge is structured. The system compares the similarity in meaning between a student’s summary and the original text. It gives immediate visual feedback based on measures such as content knowledge, writing mechanics, length, redundancy, and plagiarism. Laburpen Ebaluaka Automatikoa or LEA is an automatic summary evaluation environment which takes evaluation decision based on human expertise modeling, to train students in summarization skills and also to assess human summary evaluation. It gives feedback on the coherence, content coverage and cohesion, the use of language and adequacy of the summary. Like Summary Street, LEA also employed LSA as the tool to measure on domain knowledge and summarization skills. Another example is modeling summarization assessment strategies using LSA, which is an effort to model the way teachers assess students’ summaries. The model is based on the automatic detection of five macrorules which are copy, paraphrase, generalization, construction and off-the-subject. These macrorules were implemented in the LSA framework where each summary sentence is compared with each sentence of the original text.

Although previous works (e.g. as in [3][4][5]) have presented an invaluable contribution towards the development of the summarization assessment system, their focus is only on the output summary, viz. the completenss of the information presented in the summary and the quality of the summary. Previous study has shown that student’s difficulties in summarizing were linked to the students’ use of strategic skills [7]. However, automated summarization assessment for detecting students’ summarizing strategies is still lacking. In addition, previous analysis which was done to study the performance of students in summary writing and the summarizing strategies employed by students [8] suggested...
that students were very weak at summarizing and the marks assigned to the students do not reflect their skills in summarizing. Thus, we proposed a computer-based summarization assessment that can be used to detect the summarizing strategies used by students. Given a student summary and the original text, the system should be able to identify what strategies are used for a summary sentence. The method involves a set of heuristic rules constructed from the analysis of the decomposition of summary sentences written by experts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the process of decomposition of expert-written summaries. Section 3 formulates the problem for detecting the summarizing strategies and presents the general heuristic rules based on the results from the process in previous section. Section 4 shows the example of the algorithm and Section 5 discusses the experiment done. Finally in Section 6, we report the conclusion and the progress of the project.

II. SENTENCE DECOMPOSITION OF EXPERTS’ SUMMARIES

Sentence decomposition of experts’ summaries involves analyzing summary sentences of the experts to determine how these sentences are constructed. In summarization assessment process, detecting student’s summarizing strategies is not a common practice amongst teachers in schools. However, the teachers’ skills in summarization can be used as rules to detect students’ summarizing strategies. Thus, we need to consider how these experts produce their summary sentences. Therefore, a study was conducted to uncover the summarizing strategies and how they used the strategies in producing their summary sentences. The result of the study is used to develop a set of heuristic rules for the system. The overview of the system development is depicted in Fig. 1.

The subjects in this study are experienced secondary school English teachers. They were asked to summarize an article of about 2000 words into a summary of less than 200 words. We collected 6 samples from the experts and the document analysis method is used to analyze the summaries. Each sample was decomposed into sentences since human’s effort to the summary sentence together to produce the summary sentence. The outline of the process is described as follows:

Given an expert summary and the original text:

i. Decompose the summary into summary sentences

ii. For each summary sentence, search for the sentence(s) in the original text which is/are close to the summary sentence

iii. Compare the summary sentence and the sentences from the original text and identify the strategies used to construct the summary sentence

Based on the analysis, we have identified 7 types of strategies that have been used by these experts to produce their summary sentences which are:

- **Deletion**
  
  In the deletion process, trivial or redundant information are eliminated from the sentence in the original text. From the analysis, this process involves units such as stop phrases, explanations, examples, scenarios and elaborations.

- **Sentence combination**
  
  In the sentence combination process, phrases from more than one sentence are merged into one sentence. This process is typically applied together with other strategies such as deletion, generalization and paraphrasing so that the summary sentences produced are short but informative. These sentences are usually combined using conjunction words such as *and, but, although, though, by, where, which, and because* or even by coma (,) and are most likely to come from the same paragraph.

- **Topic sentence selection**
  
  In the topic sentence selection, usually only one main sentence is chosen to represent the main idea of the whole paragraph. This strategy involves identifying relevant information from the original text to be included in the summary. From our analysis, the human experts made use of cue phrases (e.g., “*It is concluded that*”, “*She discovered that*”, “*She claims that*”) and their location (which is either the first sentence or the last sentence of the paragraph) in order to identify the theme of the text.

- **Syntactic transformation**
  
  In syntactic transformation, the order of the words in a sentence or the syntactic structure of a sentence is changed. These changes may affect the location of the words in the summary text as compared to the original text.
• **Paraphrasing**  
In the paraphrasing process, a phrase or word in the original sentence is replaced with a similar phrase/word in the summary sentence. This refers to the use of similarity concept involving synonym, where different words that have same meaning.

• **Generalization**  
In the generalization process, a list of words or items is replaced by a more general word in the same class. This refers to the use of relatedness concept such as hypernymy (is-a relationship), meronymy (part-of relationship) or any kind of frequent association.

• **Invention**  
In the invention process, the meaning of the sentences is constructed by using the expert’s own words. In this case, our assumption is: if more than 75% of words in a summary sentence are composed by using their own words, then it is considered that the sentence is produced by using the invention strategy. This assumption is due to cases where some words are unique words and cannot be replaced by other related words. For example, person’s name, diseases, place, etc.

The strategies identified in this analysis can be divided into two approaches. In the first approach, they used the cut and paste technique to retain its principal meaning by reusing words from the original text. This technique comprises strategies such as deletion, sentence combination, topic sentence selection, paraphrase, generalization and syntactic transformation. Most professional summarizers use this technique to summarize text document [10]. In addition, previous studies have also shown that human expert also rely on this technique to summarize text to avoid presenting different ideas from the original text [11]. In fact, this technique has been used in automatic summarization system and cross language summarization system [11][12]. In the second approach, the experts read and try to understand the whole text before they produce the summary by using their own words or invention. Most of the summary sentences are not taken from the original text but constructed from scratch based on their understanding of the text. It is also found that a single summary sentence is often constructed by using more than one strategy. For example, sentence combination is often used with the deletion, generalization or paraphrase strategies. The results from this analysis are transformed into general heuristic rules discussed in the next section.

### III. DEVELOPING THE HEURISTIC RULES

The summarizing strategies found from the decomposition of experts’ summaries were transformed into a set of heuristic rules to detect the summarizing strategies. These rules are given in Table I below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Heuristic Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deletion</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by deletion if two words or more:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• are found from the same sentence in the original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• are sequence of words in adjacent positions in the original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• retain their relative precedent relation as in the original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• are less than the number of words of the original sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentence</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by sentence combination if the words are found:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>• in different sentences from original text which come from nearby sentences or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• applied together with other strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• involve the used of conjunction words to combine phrases from different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by topic sentence selection if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence</td>
<td>• cue phrase or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection</td>
<td>• location cue (the first or last sentence of the paragraph in original text) is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>found in the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syntactic</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by syntactic transformation if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transformatio n</td>
<td>• the words are found from the same sentence in the original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the order of the words are different from the original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraphrase</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by paraphrase if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the words in the sentence are similar/synonym to the words found in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any sentence in original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generalization</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by generalization if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• a set of words in the sentence is related to the same class or word found in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>any sentence in original text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invention</strong></td>
<td>A summary sentence is produced by invention if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• most of the words in summary sentence is not found in any sentence in original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>text but are semantically related by lexical relationships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. THE ALGORITHM

Our task is to determine which sentence in the original text corresponding to the words in the summary sentence, and identify how the summary sentence is constructed as defined below:
Given a student-written summary sentence,
- Which words in the summary sentence come from the original text?
- Where are the words located in the original text?
- How is the summary sentence constructed from these words?

A summary sentence, $S$, consist of sequence of words that can be represented as: $(W_1, W_2, W_3, \ldots, W_m)$.

The position of a word in the original text can be represented by their sentence position and word position: (SPOS, WPOS).

Some common words occur more than once in the text. Thus, multiple occurrences of a word found in the document can be represented as: $\{(SPOS_1, WPOS_1), (SPOS_2, WPOS_2), (SPOS_3, WPOS_3)\ldots\}$.

In order to determine which sentence in the original text corresponding to the words in the summary sentence, we need to locate the positions of the words in the original text and find the best sequence. The best sequence would be one which summary sentence matches closely the sequence of any sentence in the original text.

For example, we translated the first rule on how to detect the ‘deletion strategy’ into a set of algorithm as shown below:

Given a summary sentence,
- Locate the words in the original text and list all the positions of possible sequence according to the sentence positions, SPOS.
  e.g. $\text{Pos}(W_1) = (SPOS_1, WPOS_1)$ and $\text{Pos}(W_2) = (SPOS_2, WPOS_2)$ where $SPOS_1 = SPOS_2$.
- Determine whether the word positions, WPOS, retain their positions in the document.
  e.g. $\text{Pos}(W1) = (SPOS_1, WPOS_1)$ and $\text{Pos}(W2) = (SPOS_2, WPOS_2)$ where $WPOS_1 < WPOS_2$.
- For each possible sentence in original text that is used to construct the summary sentence, calculate the length, l, and the distance between words to find the best sequence of the position of the words, where,

\[
d = \sum_{i=1}^{l-1} \left[ WPOS_{i+1} - WPOS_i \right] / l \tag{1}\]

V. THE EXAMPLE OF THE EXPERIMENT

This algorithm is implemented in Lisp. Consider a summary sentence “I started towards the shore” extracted from a student’s summary. The words in the summary sentence are found in the original text where each of the word is represented by their sentence positions and words positions. Most of the common words occur more than once in the text. For example, the word ‘I’ is located in few locations in the original text, ((1, 3), (4, 1), (4, 7), (5, 3), ..), as shown in Table II below.

After all the positions of possible sequence are listed according to the sentence positions, we obtained few possible sequences, as shown in Table III. However, from the calculation of the distance and length of the possible sentences, the closest distance is chosen. Therefore, the best sequence of the word positions should be ((4 1) (4 2) (4 3) (4 4) (4 5)) which indicate that the summary sentence was produced from sentence 4 in the original text, as presented in Table IV. In this example, the summary sentence was proved to be produced by using deletion strategy since it complies with the rules in the algorithm for detecting the strategy.
testing the algorithm of the heuristic rules discussed in this paper. This algorithm would be embedded in an educational tool that would help teachers to detect the ability of their students in applying the strategies in summarizing. It is also can be used to help students to hone their skills in summary writing.
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